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change the contents without notice and without incurring obligation. Page 4: Introduction State
of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Please take the time
to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this handbook. The more you know and
understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure you will derive from driving
it. To access this information, special equipment must be directly connected to the recording
modules. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not access event data recorder
information without obtaining consent, Page 7 Driving chapter. Ford makes no representation
as to the suitability of your vehicle for snowplowing, in particular regarding the potential for
exceeding vehicle weight limits, airbag SRS deployment sensitivity, vehicle crash integrity, or
powertrain durability. Report the fault to a dealer at the earliest opportunity. A chime will also
sound to remind you to fasten your safety belt. High beams: Illuminates when the high beam
headlamps are turned on. Odometer: Registers the total miles kilometers of the vehicle. If the
needle falls below the normal range, stop the vehicle, turn F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA
English fus Page 17 For more information, refer to Filling the tank under the Fuel Information
section in the Maintenance and Specifications chapter. Also use in menu mode to select various
settings. Audio: Press to access select various settings. Treble: Press to adjust the treble
setting. Press again to return to the playing media. Page 21 CD. Repeat: Press to repeat the
current CD track. CD eject: Press to eject a CD. Seek: Press to access the next strong station or
track. Page 24 8. Scan: Press for a brief sampling of radio stations or CD tracks. Press again to
stop. Press and hold to autoload up to six CDs. Press and hold to auto eject all CDs present in
the system. Irregular shaped CDs, CDs with a scratch protection film attached, and CDs with
homemade paper adhesive labels should not be inserted into the CD player. Select 2. Adjust the
temperature control to maintain comfort. Set the fan speed to the highest setting. Rear defrost if
equipped : Press to defrost the rear window. Refer to Rear Window Defrost for more
information. If your vehicle is equipped with a mini message center, refer to Mini message
center electronic compass temperature display in the Driver Controls Chapter. Deselect the
autolamps after the desired autolamp delay time maximum of 3 minutes At this point, the
headlamps and park lamps will turn off. High beams Push the lever toward the instrument panel
to activate. Pull the lever towards you to deactivate. Park the vehicle directly in front of a wall or
screen on a level surface, approximately 25 feet 7. Repeat step 3â€”5 for the other headlamp.
Close the hood and turn off the lamps. To replace all instrument panel lights - see your dealer F
f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA English fus Page 49 Grasp the bulb only by its plastic base and
do not touch the glass. The oil from your hand could cause the bulb to break the next time the
headlamps are operated. Install the new bulb in reverse order. Make sure the headlamp control
is in the OFF position. Open the tailgate to expose the lamp assembly screws and remove the
two screws from the tail lamp assembly. Remove the bulb socket from the foglamp by turning
counterclockwise. Disconnect the electrical connector from the foglamp bulb. Pull out the old
bulb from the socket and push in the new bulb. Install the bulb socket in lamp assembly by
turning it clockwise. Attach the new wiper to the wiper arm and press it into place until a click is
heard. Replace wiper blades every 6 months for optimum performance. If your vehicle is
equipped with a overhead console rail system, there are several features that can operated.
Push upwards with palms. While pushing upwards with palms, grip the side latches with fingers
and squeeze. Exceeding these limits will result in a blown fuse. Always keep the power point
caps closed when not being used. Press completely down on the bottom part of the rocker
switch and release quickly. Press the top part of the rocker switch to stop. To activate the
heated mirrors, press the rear defrost button located on the climate control panel. Press and
release this control to decrease the vehicle set speed in small amounts by 1 mph 1. Press and
hold the desired HomeLink button. Do NOT release the button. This value is not the same as the
average fuel economy display. The running average fuel economy is reinitialized to a factory
default value if the battery is disconnected. Autolocks This feature automatically locks all
vehicle doors when the vehicle is shifted into any gear, putting the vehicle in motion. Displayed
when the engine is overheating. Stop the vehicle as soon as safely possible, turn off the engine.
If the warning stays on or continues to come on, contact your dealer as soon as possible. These
messages indicate improper operation of the vehicle network communication between
electronic modules. A correct zone setting will eliminate this error. Refer to Compass zone
adjustment. As many as 5 complete circles may be required. The compass is now calibrated.

Lift tailgate to a 80 degree angle from horizontal. Remove tailgate from left side hinge by sliding
tailgate to the right. To install, follow the removal procedures in reverse order. When driving the
vehicle off road, the bed extender should be removed and the tailgate closed. To install the bed
extender, follow the removal procedure in reverse order. Repeat this procedure for another
remote transmitter if desired. Replacing the battery The remote entry transmitter uses one coin
type three-volt lithium battery CR or equivalent. Turn the ignition to the 3 ON position, and
within five seconds, press the control two times. Note: After turning the ignition to the 3 ON
position, two horn chirps should be heard, indicating that the F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA
English fus Page 92 Before following the activation or deactivation procedures, make sure the
ignition is off, and all vehicle doors are closed. The user should receive a horn chirp to indicate
the system has been disabled or a chirp followed by a honk to indicate the system has been
enabled. Enter the factory set 5â€”digit code. This must be done within five seconds of
completing Step 1. Refer to Programming spare keys for instructions on how to program the
coded key. Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security
protection. Note: Large metallic objects, electronic devices that are used to purchase gasoline
or similar items, or a second coded key on the same key chain may cause vehicle starting
issues. Page 97 5. If failure repeats, bring your vehicle to your dealership to have the new spare
key s programmed. The head restraints can be moved up and down. Push control to lower head
restraint. Press the front or rear portion to tilt the seat. The indicator light on the control will
illuminate when activated. The system automatically shuts off after 10 minutes. Each seat
cushion can be flipped up into the seatback position. See Front passenger sensing system in
the airbags section of this chapter. To unfasten, push the release button and remove the tongue
from the buckle. How to use the automatic locking mode 1. Buckle the combination lap and
shoulder belt. Do NOT place objects between the seats, this could interfere with the functioning
of the pretensioner. The system monitors and tailors the air bag deployment based upon safety
belt usage. Failure to properly wear your safety belt will increase your risk of injury. To ensure
that you have used the correct buckle you should hear a snap and feel it latch. Shorten and
fasten the belt when not in use. The following are reasons most often given for not wearing
safety belts: All statistics based on U. Safety belt maintenance Inspect the safety belt systems
periodically to make sure they work properly and are not damaged. Inspect the safety belts to
make sure F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA English fus Page Air Bags if equipped , shoulder
belt guide on seatback if equipped , child safety seat LATCH and tether anchors, and attaching
hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford Motor Company recommends that all
safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced. This is because the
back of the infant seat is too close to the inflating air bag and the risk of a fatal injury to the
infant when the air bag inflates is substantial. See your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer. The
front passenger air bag is not designed to offer protection to an occupant in the center front
seating position. Several air bag system components get hot after inflation. Do not touch them
after inflation. An out of position front center occupant could affect the decision of the front
passenger sensing system. Medical condition. Important child restraint precautions You are
required by law to use safety restraints for children in the U. If small children generally children
who are four years old F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA English fus Page To improve the fit of
both the lap and shoulder belt on children who have outgrown child safety seats, Ford Motor
Company recommends use of a belt-positioning booster. They can slide around and increase
the likelihood of injury or death in a collision. For more information on top tether straps and
anchors, refer to Attaching safety seats with tether straps in this chapter. Page Make sure the
tongue is latched securely by pulling on it. If the retractor is not locked, unbuckle the belt and
repeat steps two through nine. Check to make sure the child seat is properly secured before
each use. Position the child safety seat on the seat cushion. Page 6. If the safety seat is not
anchored properly, the risk of a child being injured in a collision greatly increases. Check to see
if the anchors hold the seat in place. If the safety seat is not anchored properly, the risk of a
child being injured in a crash greatly increases. The emission system heats up the engine
compartment and exhaust system, which can start a fire. Make sure the headlamps and vehicle
accessories are off. Make sure the gearshift is in P Park. Make sure the parking brake is set.
BRAKE 5. If a light fails to illuminate, have the vehicle serviced. Even when the ABS is disabled,
normal braking is still effective. Start the vehicle and release the parking brake. Do not drive
your vehicle until you verify that the brakelamps are working. Inclement weather may also affect
the function of the RSS; this may include reduced performance or a false activation. The tone
may also be heard if items in the truck bed protrude rearward outside the bed. Illuminates when
4H is selected. Illuminates when 4L is selected. Bring the vehicle to a complete stop. Depress
the brake. On vehicles equipped with an automatic transmission, place the transmission in N
Neutral ; on vehicles equipped with a manual transmission, depress the clutch. Intended only

for off-road applications such as deep sand, steep grades or pulling heavy objects. Since
sudden changes in terrain can result in abrupt steering wheel motion, make sure you grip the
steering wheel from the outside. Do not grip the spokes. Failure to drive cautiously could result
in an increased risk of loss of vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. Again,
avoid these abrupt inputs. Excess mud stuck on tires and rotating driveshafts causes an
imbalance that could damage drive components. Page Never drive with chains on the front tires
of 4WD vehicles without also putting them on the rear tires. This could cause the rear to slide
and swing around during braking. If you nevertheless decide to equip your 4WD for off-road use
with tires larger than what Ford Motor Company recommends, you should not use these tires
for highway driving. Page Ford Motor Company recommends that caution be used with any
vehicle equipped with a high load or device such as ladder racks or pickup box cover. Page
Vehicle Loading front and rear â€” including vehicle curb weight and all payload. Park the
unloaded vehicle on a level surface. With the ignition on and all doors closed, allow the vehicle
to stand for several minutes so that it can level. The bumper has a 5, lbs. Reconnect the wiring
to the trailer after the trailer is removed from the water. Page Operating the vehicle with the
snowplow attached Ford recommends that the Fâ€” be limited to low speed, personal-use snow
removal. Do not use your vehicle for snow removal until it has been driven at least miles km.
Page Driving Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the air bag supplemental restraint
system SRS or its fuses. This program is separate from the New Vehicle Limited Warranty. If
you need to arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a
reasonable amount. To obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury vehicles
customers call ; Lincoln vehicle customers call 1â€”â€”â€” Page Fuses And Relays Note:
Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating. Using a fuse with a
higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. Gently pull on the
cover to make sure it is seated properly. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel is damaged, it
should be replaced rather than repaired. Page 1. Use the ignition key to remove the lock
cylinder from the access hole of the bumper to allow access to the guide tube. Assemble the
jack handle as shown in the illustration. Repeat this tightness check procedure when servicing
the spare tire pressure every six months, per Scheduled Maintenance Guide , or at any time that
the spare tire is disturbed through service of other components. Use only Ford recommended
replacement fasteners. When a wheel is installed, always remove any corrosion, dirt or foreign
materials present on the mounting surfaces of the wheel or the surface of the front disc brake
hub and rotor that contacts the wheel. Page Connecting the jumper cables 1. Note: In the
illustrations, lightning bolts are used to designate the assisting boosting battery. Ensure that
the cables are clear of fan blades, belts, moving parts of both engines, or any fuel delivery
system parts. Remove the jumper cable from the ground metal surface. Do not tow with a
slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. Page Customer
Assistance Center at the number below. Away from home If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle
and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the
dealership could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer
Relationship Center to find an authorized dealership to help you. Page If you own a Lincoln
vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than
the dealership could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford
Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealership to help you. If you did not take
advantage of the Ford Extended Service Plan at the time of purchasing your vehicle, you may
still be eligible. Since this information is subject to change, please ask your dealer for complete
details about Ford Extended Service Plan coverage options, or visit the Ford ESP website at The
decisions of the Board are binding on Ford and, in some cases, on the dealer but not on
consumers who are free to pursue other remedies available to them under state or federal law.
Page If your vehicle must be serviced while you are traveling or living in Central or South
America, the Caribbean, or the Middle East, contact the nearest Ford dealership. Page Reporting
Safety Defects U. Page Cleaning low-gloss black colored trim, such as grained door handles,
roof racks, bumpers, side moldings, mirror housings or the windshield cowl area. These
products are available from your dealer. Keep body and door drain holes free from packed dirt.
These quality products have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they
are custom designed to complement the style and appearance of your vehicle. Page
Maintenance And Specifications 2. Turn off the engine and remove the key. Block the wheels.
Set the parking brake and shift to P Park. Go to the front of the vehicle and release the auxiliary
latch that is located on the front bumper under the grill. Lift the hood until the lift cylinders hold
it open. Engine oil filler cap 4. Power steering fluid reservoir 5. Engine oil dipstick 6. Brake fluid
reservoir 7. Engine coolant reservoir 8. Air filter assembly 9. Air filter assembly 4. Engine oil
filler cap 9. Set the parking brake and ensure the gearshift is securely latched in P Park

automatic transmission or 1 First manual transmission. Open the hood. Protect yourself from
engine heat. Put the indicator back in and ensure it is fully seated. Adding engine oil 1. Check
the engine oil. For instructions, refer to Checking the engine oil in this chapter. Page Battery
Maintenance and Specifications It is recommended you use the appropriate Motorcraft oil filter
or another brand meeting Ford specifications for your engine application. BATTERY Your
vehicle is equipped with a Motorcraft maintenance-free battery which normally does not require
additional water during its life of service. Page If the battery has been disconnected or a new
battery has been installed, the clock and the preset radio stations must be reset once the
battery is reconnected. Add the mixture to the coolant reservoir, when the engine is cool, until
the appropriate fill level is obtained. Page Recycled engine coolant Ford Motor Company does
NOT recommend the use of recycled engine coolant in vehicles originally equipped with
Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant since a Ford-approved recycling process is not yet
available. Page If the engine coolant supply is depleted, this feature allows the vehicle to be
driven temporarily before incremental component damage is incurred. Arrange for the vehicle to
be taken to a service facility. If this is not possible, wait a short period for the engine to cool.
Check the coolant level and replenish if low. Gasoline may contain benzene, which is a
cancer-causing agent. The flow of fuel through a fuel pump nozzle can produce static electricity,
which can cause a fire if fuel is pumped into an ungrounded fuel container. The fuel system may
be under pressure. If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until
it stops before completely removing the fuel filler cap. If the problems persist, see your dealer
or a qualified service technician. Running out of fuel Avoid running out of fuel because this
situation may have an adverse affect on powertrain components. Fill the fuel tank completely
and record the initial odometer reading in kilometers or miles. Each time you fill the tank, record
the amount of fuel added in liters or gallons. Contact your dealer if the window sticker is not
supplied with your vehicle. The EPA window sticker should be your guide for the fuel economy
comparisons with other vehicles. If other than Ford, Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts are
used for maintenance replacements or for service of components affecting emission control,
such non-Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine Ford Motor Company parts in
performance and durability. Page Service engine soon light on. If the fluid is low, add fluid in
small amounts, continuously checking the level until it reaches the range between the MIN and
MAX lines. Be sure to put the cap back on the reservoir. Install the dipstick making sure it is
fully seated in the filler tube. Remove the dipstick and inspect the fluid level. The fluid should be
in the designated area for normal operating temperature or ambient temperature. Clean the filler
plug. Remove the filler plug and inspect the fluid level. Refer to Lubricant specifications in this
chapter. Page Air Filter S This could cause filter damage and allow unmetered air to enter the
engine if not properly seated. Install a new air filter element into the tray assembly. Return air
filter tray to original position by pressing firmly on the handle until all rearward movement stops
and secure the two clamps. Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U.
Department of Transportation requires Ford to give you the following information about tire
grades exactly as the government has written it. In general, the larger the number, the wider the
tire. Maximum Load Single lbs. You are strongly urged to buy a reliable tire pressure gauge, as
automatic service station gauges may be F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA English fus Page
Maintenance and Specifications inaccurate. Ford recommends the use of a digital or dial type
tire pressure gauge rather than a stick type tire pressure gauge. Use the recommended cold
inflation pressure for optimum tire performance and wear. Under-inflation or over-inflation may
cause uneven treadwear patterns. Page Only use replacement tires and wheels that are the
same size and type such as P-metric versus LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those
originally provided by Ford. Use of any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the
safety and performance of your vehicle, which could result in an increased risk of loss of
vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. Do not use tire chains on dry roads.
Do not remove these components from your vehicle when using snow tires and chains. The
correct oil filter must be used as previously described. Page Refill Capacities Engine oil
Motorcraft 4. Use of synthetic or synthetic blend motor oil is not mandatory. Refer to your
Scheduled Maintenance Guide to determine the correct service interval. Model year 7. Assembly
plant 8. Production sequence number Engine number The engine number the last eight
numbers of the vehicle identification number is stamped on the engine block and transmission.
Ford Motor Company will repair or Page This manual is also suitable for: f Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. What does the check engine light mean? Google
it. How do you change the clock? Find a video on YouTube. The only physical material about
the vehicle that will be provided for free in the F and Mach-E will be a booklet on how to perform
certain critical activities, such as what to do if the vehicle has run out of power. Khalal Walker is

already wondering why. The software engineer from Sacramento, California, recently noticed
the check engine light on his Buick LaCrosse was on. He used that knowledge to fix and replace
a missing part. Tesla was among the first to lead the way. Missing your stimulus check? If
owner's manuals go away, it would qualify as a full-circle moment of sorts. Ford introduced
manuals with the Model T around or , Albert said. The Model T manual instructed users to fill the
radiator with water as soon as they took possession of the vehicle. It also encouraged drivers
not to stretch their vehicles to the limit. Going digital is enticing for reasons beyond just a lack
of desire to read the equivalent of a long novel. The reduced-size F manual is pages, down from
, saving an expected tons of paper annually, Schmatz said. Other automakers have also put
certain information about their vehicles into their infotainment systems or apps, including Fiat
Chrysler, Hyundai, BMW and Kia. The key is to make the system easy to navigate. The challenge
is that the average new-car buyer is in their 50s and might not be tech-savvy, said Rebecca
Lindland, a longtime automotive analyst who reviews cars at RebeccaDrives. And I think it is.
But it obviously has to be very searchable and voice-activated. But Jake Fisher, senior director
of automotive testing for Consumer Reports, said he likes the move by Ford. The navigation
could not be loaded. As you consider the available options and trim levels for the F, you may be
wondering about the availability of manual transmission. With the ever-growing industry trend
to simplify and digitize features, there are still plenty of consumers who prefer the feel of the
gear shifter behind the wheel. We investigated all the powertrain options for Ford F to find out if
the manual transmission has faded into the review mirror or not. The talk of the town. There are
plenty of drivers and enthusiasts out there who prefer the control and performance that comes
with shifting manually. There are plenty of truck-loving reasons to get excited about the new F
Ford has added a family of driving assistant features within various packages, that were
formerly reserved only for higher-level trims. Another significant change came in the design
using all aluminum. Imagine that beefy engine working with almost lbs less truck. New F
pickups can be equipped with six available engine configurations under the hood. The biggest
surprise might be the introduction of the twin-turbo V6, with towing prowess of up to 13,
pounds and making it a best-pick for power. You can still choose your 3. But, if you are loyal to
the manual transmission, can you get one in the pickup? As more and more consumers move
away from wanting those manual gearboxes, fewer and fewer pickups are offering them
altogether. No one ever accomplished anything after a long day of easy. Choose something
different. Choose to live the Ford TruckLife. FordTrucks FordF Since , there have been several
automakers abandoning manual transmission options entirely. Ford enthusiasts can, however,
expect a variety of Mustangs to come still equipped with the stick shift. But, as for the pickups,
automatic transmissions are the only option. You might, however, miss out on using your
clutch foot. Do people still want a manual transmission? View this post on Instagram. Highly
flammable mixtures are always. Failure to follow these instructions may result in personal
injury. Disconnect the battery ground cable For additional information, refer to. Relieve the fuel
system pressure. Drain the engine cooling system. Remove the engine air cleaner ACL and the
air cleaner outlet tube 9B Compress and slide the hose clamp and disconnect the upper radiator
hose. Remove the accelerator cable bracket bolts and position the bracket and cables aside.
Ford motor company ford focus owner's guide pages. Ford motor company ford contour
owner's guide 16 pages. Ford motor company ford e owner's guide pages. Ford motor company
ford crown victoria owner's guide pages. Ford motor company ford excursion owner's guide
pages. Ford motor company ford mustang owner's guide pages. Ford motor company ford
explorer owner's guide pages. Ford motor company ford ranger owner's guide pages. Highly
flammable mixtures are always present and can be ignited. Page 2 F Workshop Manual Page 2
of 12 Remove the crankcase ventilation tube and the idle air control IAC valve fresh air tube.
Disconnect the exhaust gas recirculation EGR valve vacuum line and the main vacuum harness.
Disconnect the throttle position sensor electrical connector and the engine vacuum regulator
connector. Page 3 F Workshop Manual Page 3 of 12 Disconnect the differential pressure
feedback EGR. Remove the nut and disconnect the brake booster vacuum line and bracket.
Disconnect the fuel lines. Page 4 F Workshop Manual Page 4 of 12 Disconnect and remove the
positive crankcase ventilation PCV hose. Position the power steering reservoir aside. Remove
the upper bolt. Remove the lower bolts. Position the reservoir aside. Disconnect the eight fuel
injectors. Page 5 F Workshop Manual Page 5 of 12 Disconnect the two radio interference
capacitors. Remove the water thermostat. For additional information, refer to Section A.
Remove the nine bolts. Remove the upper intake manifold. Lift the intake manifold. Page 6 F
Workshop Manual Page 6 of 12 If required, remove the bolts and the water crossover.
Installation CAUTION: Do not use metal scrapers, power abrasive discs or any abrasive means
to clean the sealing surfaces, these tools cause scratches and gouges that make leak paths.
Page 7 F Workshop Manual Page 7 of 12 4. Install the water thermostat. Tighten the 11 bolts in

two stages in the sequence shown. Stage 1: Tighten to 2 Nm 18 lb-in. Stage 2: Tighten to 25 Nm
18 lb-ft. Page 8 F Workshop Manual Page 8 of 12 8. Install the generator. For additional
information, refer to Section Install and connect eight ignition coils. For additional information,
refer to Section C. Connect the eight fuel injector electrical connectors. Page 9 F Workshop
Manual Page 9 of 12 Install the EGR valve to exhaust manifold tube. Hand-tighten the fittings.
Tighten the upper fitting. Tighten the lower fitting. Connect the two vacuum hoses. Connect the
idle air control motor. Page 10 F Workshop Manual Page 10 of 12 Connect the vapor
management valve vacuum line. Connect the fuel pressure regulator vacuum line. Connect the
throttle position sensor connector and the engine vacuum regulator connector. Connect the
EGR valve the main vacuum harness vacuum connections. Page 11 F Workshop Manual Page
11 of 12 Connect the vapor management hose. Install the accelerator cable bracket and the
bolts. Connect the throttle body cam. Connect the accelerator cable. Connect the speed control
actuator cable. Page 12 F Workshop Manual Page 12 of 12 Install the engine air cleaner and the
air cleaner outlet tube. Connect the battery ground cable. Print page 1 Print document 12 pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. See also: Workshop Manual , Owner's Manual. Instrument
Cluster. Warning lights and chimes. Entertainment Systems. How to get going. Auxiliary input
jack Line in. Satellite radio information. Family entertainment system. Navigation system.
Climate Controls. Heater only. Manual heating and air conditioning. Automatic temperature
control. Rear window defroster. Turn signal control. Bulb replacement. Driver Controls. Steering
wheel adjustment. Power windows. Speed control. Message center. Owners Guide postfmt. USA
fus. Automobile Ford F Owner's Manual pages. Ford motor company ford f owner's guide
pages. Ford may change the contents without notice and without incurring obligation. Page 4:
Introduction â€” Special handling may apply for service or vehicle end of life disposal. See
Please take the time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this handbook. The
more you know and understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure you will
derive from driving it. Page 5 Correct vehicle usage and the authorized disposal of waste,
cleaning and lubrication materials are significant steps towards this aim. Information in this
respect is highlighted in this guide with the tree symbol. Failure to follow the specific warnings
and instructions could result in personal injury. Front seat mounted rear-facing child or infant
seats should NEVER be placed in front of an active passenger airbag. To access this
information, special equipment must be directly connected to the recording modules. Ford
Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not access event data recorder information without
obtaining consent, Page 8 Introduction Using your vehicle as an ambulance Do not use this
vehicle as an ambulance. Your vehicle is not equipped with the Ford Ambulance Preparation
Package. Notice to owners of pickup trucks and utility type vehicles Utility vehicles have a
significantly higher rollover rate than other types of vehicles. Features or equipment listed as
standard may be different on units built for Export. If any light remains on after starting the
vehicle, refer to the respective system warning light for additional information. Report the fault
to a dealer at the earliest opportunity. A chime will also sound when a malfunction in the
supplemental restraint system has been detected. If the light remains on, have the system
serviced immediately, refer to the Driving chapter for more information. Refer to Fuel filler cap
in the Maintenance and Specifications chapter. Never remove the coolant reservoir cap while
the engine is running or hot. Tachometer if equipped : Indicates the engine speed in revolutions
per minute. Driving with your tachometer pointer continuously at the top of the scale may
damage the engine. For more information, refer to Filling the tank in the Maintenance and
Specifications chapter. To access your saved stations, press the corresponding memory preset.
The memory preset and the station frequency will appear on the display. Press CD to enter CD
mode. If a disc is already loaded into the system, CD play will begin where it ended last. To auto
eject up to 6 discs, press and hold until the system begins ejecting all loaded discs. If the discs
are not removed, the system will reload the discs. Allow 10 seconds to pass to confirm that the
time has been set. Check with your authorized dealer for availability. Press again to return to the
playing media. In MP3 folder mode, the system will randomly play all tracks within the current
folder. When a CD is playing, press to pause or play the current CD. The CD status will display
in the radio display. Once loaded, the first track will begin to play. Attach one end of the audio
extension cable to the headphone output of your player and the other end of the audio
extension cable to the AIJ in your vehicle. Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable
and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Do
not use any irregular shaped CDs or discs with a scratch protection film attached. Ford Motor
Company shall not be responsible for any such programming changes. Page 48 1â€”â€”â€” to
channel. The system is working properly. The indicator light will turn off indicating the system
is off. Note: The audio from the DVD system will play over all vehicle speakers and can be

adjusted by the radio volume control. A display will appear at the bottom of the screen
indicating the brightness level. The brightness display will only appear when the menu is not
displayed. Reverse : Press and release for the previous chapter or track. Wireless headphone
volume is controlled with the rotary dial on the right ear piece. A display bar will appear at the
bottom of the screen indicating the brightness levels. Remove the screw and unlatch the battery
cover to access the batteries. The remote control unit uses two AAA batteries which are
supplied with the unit. When replacing the batteries, use two new batteries alkaline
recommended and install them with the correct orientation as indicated in the battery housing.
Both Channel A and Channel B can be listened to on the wired headphones not included or on
the infrared IR wireless headphones. The system default is Angle 1. This is disc dependent. The
system default is English. The system default is OFF. We recommend that you avoid running
other software applications on your PC during MP3 encoding to avoid undesirable noise and
distortion. These will display on the status bar on top of the screen as the screens cycle
through at this rate. Yellow: video input 2. White: left channel audio input 3. Red: right channel
audio input 4. To change the level of control, press the memory preset controls 3 and 5
simultaneously on the front audio controls. The control level will cycle each time the buttons
are pressed simultaneously. See your dealer. Do not blow on them or allow them to get wet or
dirty. Do not clean any part of the DVD player with benzene, paint thinner or any other solvent.
Select 2. Adjust the temperature control to maintain comfort. Do not place objects on top of the
instrument panel as these objects may become projectiles in a collision or sudden stop. If your
vehicle is equipped with a mini message center, refer to Mini message center electronic
compass temperature display in the Driver Controls Chapter. Recirculation may turn off
automatically. Set the fan speed to the highest setting. Direct the outer instrument panel vents
towards the side windows. To increase airflow to the outer instrument panel vents, close the
vents located in the middle of the instrument panel. Deselect the autolamps after the desired
autolamp delay time maximum of 3 minutes. At this point, the headlamps and park lamps will
turn off. Repeat Steps 3â€”5 for the other headlamp. Close the hood and turn off the lamps.
When moist air enters the headlamp s through the vents, there is a possibility that condensation
can occur. This condensation is normal and will clear within 45 minutes of headlamp operation.
To replace all instrument panel lights - see your authorized dealer Replacing exterior bulbs
Check the operation of all the bulbs frequently. The oil from your hand could cause the bulb to
break the next time the headlamps are operated. Install the new bulb in reverse order. Make sure
the headlamp control is in the OFF position. Open the tailgate to expose the lamp assembly
screws and remove the two screws from the tail lamp assembly. Disconnect the electrical
connector from the foglamp bulb. Replacing exterior mounted mirror turn signal indicator lamp
bulbs For bulb replacement, see your authorized dealer. Pull out the old bulb from the socket
and push in the new bulb. Install the bulb socket in lamp assembly by turning it clockwise.
While the lever is in the down position, tilt the steering column to its desired orientation. Power
point 4. Hard objects can injure you in a collision. The storage compartment may be used to
secure sunglasses or a similar object. The front bin may be used to store small objects. With
pressure applied with palms and side latches squeezed down, pull downward on the entire
storage bin and remove. Improper use of the lighter can cause damage not covered by your
warranty. Power Sliding Back Window if equipped To operate the power sliding back window,
the ignition switch must be in the Run or Accessory position. Do not block the sensor on the
backside of the inside rear view mirror since this may impair proper mirror performance.
Momentarily pull the switch rearward to auto fold in. Momentarily pull the switch rearward again
to fold back to design position. This feature provides an indicator to the driver that the vehicle
turn signal is working properly. Press the ON control and release 2. Accelerate to the desired
speed. When the vehicle reaches that speed press and release the SET control. To close, press
and hold the control until the glass panel stops moving. It is also recommended that a new
battery be placed in the hand-held transmitter of the device being programmed to HomeLink for
quicker training and accurate transmission of the radio-frequency signal. The indicator light will
flash slowly and then rapidly after HomeLink accepts the radio frequency signal. The indicator
light will begin to flash after 20 seconds. For questions or comments, contact HomeLink at
Determine which magnetic zone you are in for your geographic location by referring to the zone
map. Turn ignition to the ON position. Start the engine. A correct zone setting will eliminate this
error. It will take up to five circles to complete calibration. Drive the vehicle at least 5 miles 8 km
with the speed control system engaged to display a stabilized average. The sequence of the
system check report and how it appears in the message center is as follows: 1. Language 1.
This acts as a reminder that these warning conditions still exist within the vehicle. Displayed
when the engine is overheating. Stop the vehicle as soon as safely possible, turn off the engine.
If the warning stays on or continues to come on, contact your authorized dealer as soon as

possible. Displayed when the Tire Pressure Monitoring System is malfunctioning. If the warning
stays on or continues to come on, have the system inspected by your authorized dealer. Lower
tailgate. Pull the lever on each side of the bed extender to release it from the pickup box. Lift the
bed extender over onto the tailgate. To install the bed extender, follow the removal procedure in
reverse order. Autolock if equipped The autolock feature is available on automatic transmission
vehicles with power locking. Note: The interior lamps will illuminate. Press and release again
within three seconds to unlock all the doors. Repeat this procedure for another remote
transmitter if desired. Replacing the battery The remote entry transmitter uses one coin type
three-volt lithium battery CR or equivalent. Turn the ignition to the 3 ON position; the horn will
chirp to indicate the driver configuration mode has been activated. You do not need to enter the
keypad code first. Note: The interior lamps will turn off. Use of these systems may result in
vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection. Note: Large metallic objects,
electronic devices that are used to purchase gasoline or similar items, or a second coded key
on the same key chain may cause vehicle starting issues. Page If two previously programmed
coded keys are not available, you must bring your vehicle to your authorized dealer to have the
spare coded key s programmed. Please read and understand the entire procedure before you
begin. If failure repeats, bring your vehicle to your authorized dealer to have the new spare key
s programmed. Adjust your head restraint so that it is located directly or as close as possible
behind your head. The head restraints can be moved up and down. Press the front or rear
portion to tilt the seat. Press the control to move the seat forward, backward, up or down. Each
seat cushion can be flipped up into the seatback position. Pull control to release seat cushion.
Rotate seat cushion up until it locks into vertical storage position. In frontal collisions, the
safety belt pretensioners can be activated alone or, if the collision is of sufficient severity,
together with the front airbags. To reduce the risk of injury, make sure children sit in the back
seat where they can be properly restrained. Check seat covers and buckles before you place a
child anywhere near them. Release the mini-buckle by inserting a key or safety belt tongue into
the slot. Front and rear seat occupants, including pregnant women, should wear safety belts for
optimum protection in an accident. The belt will still retract to remove any slack in the shoulder
belt. The automatic locking mode is not available on the driver safety belt, or the Regular Cab
center safety belt. How to use the automatic locking mode 1. Buckle the combination lap and
shoulder belt. The driver and front outboard passenger safety belt pretensioners are designed
to activate only during certain frontal or near-frontal collisions F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA
fus Page The Personal Safety System provides the most benefit to belted occupants. The
system monitors and tailors the air bag deployment based upon safety belt usage. Failure to
properly wear your safety belt will increase your risk of injury. This time does not count towards
the 5-minute expiration time. Also, use the safety belt extension only if the safety belt is too
short for you when fully extended. Ford Motor Company recommends that all safety belt
assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced. Page This is because the back
of the infant seat is too close to the inflating airbag and the risk of a fatal injury to the infant
when the airbag inflates is substantial. Do not modify the front end of the vehicle. A child or
infant properly restrained in the center front seat should not incur risk of serious injury from the
airbags. Several airbag system components get hot after inflation. Do not touch them after
inflation. Page Child Restraints Moving the child closer to the center of the vehicle may help
provide a good shoulder belt fit. Do not leave children, unreliable adults, or pets unattended in
your vehicle. Booster seats position a child so that safety belts fit better. They lift the child up
so that the lap belt rests low across the hips and the knees bend comfortably. Refer to
Automatic locking mode passenger side front seating position-Regular Cab passenger side
front and rear seating positions-SuperCrew and SuperCab if equipped. Ford recommends the
use of a child safety seat having a top tether strap. Page 3. Be sure the belt webbing is not
twisted. Pull the lap belt portion across the child seat toward the buckle and pull up on the
shoulder belt while pushing down with your knee on the child seat. Position the child safety
seat in the Regular Cab center front seat. Be sure that the belt webbing is not twisted. There
should be no more than one inch of movement for proper installation. Contact the manufacturer
of your child seat for information about ordering a tether strap. Position the child safety seat on
the seat cushion. Route the child safety seat tether strap over the back of the seat and under the
head restraint. Locate the correct anchor for the selected seating position. Follow the
instructions in this chapter. To provide a tight tether strap: 1. Route the tether strap under the
head restraint and through the loop directly behind the child seat. For forward-facing child
seats, the tether strap must also be attached to the proper tether anchor. See Attaching safety
seats with tether straps in this chapter. Check to see if the anchors hold the seat in place. If the
safety seat is not anchored properly, the risk of a child being injured in a crash greatly
increases. This increases traction which may enable you to safely drive over terrain and road

conditions that a conventional two-wheel drive vehicle cannot. Department of
Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires Ford Motor
Company to give you the following information about tire grades exactly as the government has
written it. If one looks lower than the others, use a tire gauge to check pressure of all tires and
adjust if required. You are strongly urged to buy a reliable tire pressure gauge, as automatic
service station gauges may be inaccurate. Ford recommends the use of a digital or dial-type tire
pressure gauge rather than a stick-type tire pressure gauge. Page Check for holes or cuts that
may permit air leakage from the tire and make necessary repairs. Also inspect the tire sidewalls
for F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA fus Page You should replace your spare tire when you
replace the road tires or after six years due to aging even if it has not been used. Page 4. Use
both eye and ear protection. For a mounting pressure more than 20 psi greater than the
maximum pressure, a Ford Dealer or other tire service professional should do the mounting.
Always inflate steel carcass tires with a remote air fill with the person inflating standing at a
minimum of 12 ft. Page Unless otherwise specified, rotate the tires approximately every 5, miles
8, km. These ratings are listed in the following chart. The tire suppliers may have additional
markings, notes or warnings such as standard load, radial tubeless, etc. Maximum Load Single
lb. Refer to the payload description and graphic in the Vehicle loading â€” with and without a
trailer section. Failure to properly maintain your tire pressure could increase the risk of tire
failure, loss of control, vehicle rollover and personal injury. It can also warn you in the event the
system is F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA fus Page TPMS If your tires are properly malfunction
inflated and your spare tire is not in use and the light remains ON, have the system inspected by
your authorized dealer. If one or more tires are flat, repair as necessary. Check air pressure in
the road tires. It does not include passengers, cargo, or optional equipment. Measuring the
inside of the vehicle with the rear seat folded down, you have room for lb. See your authorized
dealer or a reliable trailer dealer if you require assistance. An example of recreational towing
would be towing your vehicle behind a motorhome. These guidelines are designed to ensure
that your transmission is not damaged. Page Driving Do not park, idle, or drive your vehicle in
dry grass or other dry ground cover. The emission system heats up the engine compartment
and exhaust system, which can start a fire. Make sure the headlamps and vehicle accessories
are off. Some warning lights will briefly illuminate. See Warning lights and chimes in the
Instrument Cluster chapter for more information regarding the warning lights. To reduce the risk
of electrical shock, do not use your heater with ungrounded electrical systems or two-pronged
cheater adapters. The ABS will be activated immediately, allowing you to retain steering control
during hard braking and on slippery surfaces. However, the ABS does not decrease stopping
distance. The BRAKE warning lamp will illuminate and will remain illuminated until the parking
brake is released. Remove console finish panel assembly to expose the inside of the gearshift.
See your authorized dealer. Press the clutch pedal to the floor, then put the gearshift lever in the
neutral position. Press the brake pedal and move the gearshift lever to the desired gear; 1 First
or R Reverse. Inclement weather may also affect the function of the RSS; this may include
reduced performance or a false activation. The tone may also be heard if items in the truck bed
protrude rearward outside the bed. Illuminates when 4H is selected. Bring the vehicle to a
complete stop. Place the transmission in N Neutral. Move the transfer case lever through N
Neutral directly to the desired position. Not intended for use on dry pavement. The system is
interactive with the road, continually monitoring and adjusting torque delivery to the front and
rear wheels to optimize traction. You should either know the terrain or examine maps of the area
before driving. Map out your route before driving in the area. To maintain F f12 Owners Guide
postfmt USA fus Page If your vehicle gets stuck in mud or snow it may be rocked out by shifting
between forward and reverse gears, stopping between shifts, in a steady pattern. Press lightly
on the accelerator in each gear. Again, avoid these abrupt inputs. Parking On some 4WD
vehicles, when the transfer case is in the N Neutral position, the engine and transmission are
disconnected from the rest of F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA fus Page Remember, you may
be able to back out the way you came if you proceed with caution. Page Rapid pumping of the
brake pedal will help you slow the vehicle and still maintain steering control. If your vehicle has
anti-lock brakes, apply the brakes steadily. Page Installing the snowplow Weight limits and
guidelines for selecting and installing the snowplow can be found in the Ford Truck Body
Builders Layout Book, Snowplow section, found at Page Operating the vehicle with the
snowplow attached Ford recommends that the Fâ€” be limited to low speed, personal-use snow
removal. Do not use your vehicle for snow removal until it has been driven at least miles km.
Page Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the air bag supplemental restraint system SRS
or its fuses. See your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer. Page 1â€”â€”â€”; Lincoln vehicle
customers call 1â€”â€”â€” Canadian customers who require roadside assistance, call
1â€”â€”â€” If you need to arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will

reimburse a reasonable amount. To obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury
vehicles customers call 1â€”â€”â€”; Page Hazard Flasher Switch Press the flasher control again
to turn them off. Use it when your vehicle is disabled and is creating a safety hazard for other
motorists. Note: With extended use, the flasher may run down your battery. Using a fuse with a
higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. Gently pull on the
cover to make sure it is seated properly. If the battery has been disconnected and reconnected,
refer to the Battery section of the Maintenance and Specifications chapter. If the dissimilar
spare tire or wheel is damaged, it should be replaced rather than repaired. Refer to the
instruction sheet located with the jack for detailed tire change instructions. Do not fully tighten
the lug nuts until the wheel has been lowered. Lower the wheel by turning the jack handle
counterclockwise. The spare tire carrier will not allow you to overtighten. Use only Ford
recommended replacement fasteners. When a wheel is installed, always remove any corrosion,
dirt or foreign materials present on the mounting surfaces of the wheel or the surface of the
wheel hub, brake drum or brake disc that contacts the wheel. Page Jump Starting Ensure that
vent caps are tight and level. Turn the heater fan on in both vehicles to protect from any
electrical surges. Turn all other accessories off. Start the engine of the booster vehicle and run
the engine at moderately increased speed. Start the engine of the disabled vehicle. Remove the
jumper cable from the ground metal surface. Note: In the illustrations, lightning bolts are used
to designate the assisting boosting battery. After the disabled vehicle has been started and the
jumper cables removed, allow it to idle for several minutes so the engine computer can relearn
its idle conditions. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a
slingbelt towing procedure. Away from home If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle and are away
from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the authorized
dealer could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer
Relationship Center to find an authorized dealer to help you. Page If you own a Lincoln vehicle
and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the
authorized dealer could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford
Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealer to help you. Page Customer
Assistance In some states in the U. Ford is also allowed a final repair attempt in some states.
Page You are not bound by the decision but may choose to accept it. If the arbitrator has
decided in Page Customer Assistance If you did not take advantage of the Ford Extended
Service Plan at the time of purchasing your vehicle, you may still be eligible. Since this
information is subject to change, please ask your authorized dealer for complete details about
Ford Extended Service Plan coverage options, or visit the Ford ESP website at Page Reporting
Safety Defects U. These products are available from your authorized dealer. For more thorough
cleaning, wipe the surface with a mild soap. If the leather cannot be completely cleaned using a
mild soap and water solution, the F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA fus Page If a film appears,
wipe off film with a dry, clean cloth. Keep body and door drain holes free from packed dirt.
These quality products have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they
are custom designed to complement the style and appearance of your vehicle. Page
Maintenance And Specifications 1. Set the parking brake and shift to P Park. Block the wheels.
Set the parking brake, depress the clutch and place the gearshift in N Neutral. Go to the front of
the vehicle and release the auxiliary latch that is located on the front bumper under the grill. Lift
the hood until the lift cylinders hold it open. Brake fluid reservoir 5. Engine coolant reservoir 6.
Air filter assembly 7. Engine oil filler cap 8. Engine oil dipstick 9. Transmission fluid dipstick
automatic transmission Transmission fluid dipstick automatic transmission 3. Engine oil filler
cap 4. Power steering fluid reservoir 5. Brake fluid reservoir 6. Engine coolant reservoir 7. Air
filter assembly 8. Air filter assembly 4. Engine oil dipstick 6. Brake fluid reservoir 7. Engine
coolant reservoir 8. Engine oil filler cap 9. Attach the new wiper to the wiper arm and press it
into place until a click is heard. Replace wiper blades at least once per year for optimum
performance. Set the parking brake and ensure the gearshift is securely latched in P Park
automatic transmission or 1 First manual transmission. Open the hood. Protect yourself from
engine heat. Ford production and aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are designed for added
engine protection and long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does not meet Ford
material and design specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be experienced. Page
Battery Lift the battery with a battery carrier or with your hands on opposite corners. Steam and
scalding liquids released from a hot cooling system can burn you badly. Also, you can be
burned if you spill coolant on hot engine parts. Mixing Motorcraft Specialty Orange Engine Page
Recycled engine coolant Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled
engine coolant in vehicles originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant
since a Ford-approved recycling process is not yet available. Page If the engine coolant supply
is depleted, this feature allows the vehicle to be driven temporarily before incremental

component damage is incurred. Arrange for the vehicle to be taken to an authorized dealer. If
this is not possible, wait a short period for the engine to cool. Check the coolant level and
replenish if low. Fuel ethanol and gasoline may contain benzene, which is a cancer-causing
agent. Pure ethanol is the alcohol which is the intoxicating agent in liquor, beer and wine. It is
distilled from the fermentation of plants such as field corn F f12 Owners Guide postfmt USA fus
Page Care should be taken to avoid inhaling excess fumes. The flow of fuel through a fuel pump
nozzle can produce static electricity, which can cause a fire if fuel is pumped into an
ungrounded fuel container. To install the cap, align the tabs on the cap with the notches on the
filler pipe. The fuel system may be under pressure. If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you
hear a hissing sound, wait until it stops before completely removing the fuel filler cap. Page
Repairs to correct the effects of using a fuel for which your vehicle was not designed may not
be covered by your warranty. On restarting, cranking time will take a few seconds longer than
normal. Page Examples are: 1. The vehicle has run out of fuelâ€”the engine may misfire or run
poorly. Poor fuel quality or water in the fuelâ€”the engine may misfire or run poorly. A complete
check may take several days. Be sure to put the cap back on the reservoir. Refer to Maintenance
product specifications and capacities in this chapter for the proper fluid type. Use only a DOT 3
brake fluid designed to meet Ford specifications. Refer to Maintenance product specifications
and capacities in this chapter. Carefully read cautionary information on product label. With the
parking brake engaged and your foot on the brake pedal, start the engine and move the
gearshift lever through all of the gear ranges. Allow sufficient time for each gear to engage. The
use of these materials may affect transmission operation and result in damage to internal
transmission components. Install and tighten the fill plug securely. Use only fluid that meets
Ford specifications. Refer to the Maintenance product specifications and capacities section in
this chapter. Carefully separate the two halves of the air filter housing. Remove the air filter
element from the open end of the air filter housing. Install a new air filter element. Inst
dodge intrepid parts
hyundai refrigerant capacity
cadillac eldorado forum
all a new air filter element into the tray assembly. Return air filter tray to original position by
pressing firmly on the handle until all rearward movement stops and secure the two clamps.
Replace the PCV valve with one that meets Ford material and design specifications for your
vehicle, such as a Motorcraft or equivalent replacement part. The customer warranty may be
void for any damage to the emissions system if such a PCV valve is not used. Vehicle line,
series, body type 4. Engine type 5. Check digit 6. Model year 7. Assembly plant 8. The following
table tells you which transmission or transaxle each code represents. These quality accessories
have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom designed to
complement the style and aerodynamic appearance of your vehicle. This manual is also suitable
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